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Effective April 1,2015, the UNC Molecular Genetics Laboratory is pleased to announce a new test for
detection of mutations occurring in myeloid neoplasms that mayassist in diagnosis and determining
prognosis. TheIJNC trfyeloid Mutation Panel uses massively parallel sequencing (also known
as next
generation sequencing) to test selected regions of multiple genes that are frequently mutated in
myeloid
neoplasms.

Clinical indications for UNC Myelo id Mutation Panel include patients with established or suspected
diagnoses of acute myeloid leukemia (AML), myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), and/or
myeloproliferative neoplasm (MPN). Ordering clinicians should speci! which disease is of relevance
in
a given patient.

For

AML indications, regions of: ,4SXI1 , CEBZA, DNMT3A, FLT3-TKD, IDHI, IDH2, KIT, N\MI,

wl

TET2' TP53 and
are tested. The UNC Myeloid Mutation Panel does not detect the FZ7J intemal
tandem duplication, and a separate test ("FLT3JTD" test) may be indicated to refine prognosis.
Results
may be used for classification and prognosis.
For MDS indications, regions of ASXLI, ETV6, EZH2, Nl}.S, RUNXI, sF3BI and rp5.l
are tested.
Results may be used to demonstrate clonality, assist in diagnosis, and refine prognosis.
For MPN indications, regions of c,4zR, csF3& JAK2, MpL, and sETBp,l are tested. when present,
a
mutatign may assist in diagnosis of polycyhemia vera, essential thrombocythemia, primary
myelofibrosis, atypical chronic myeloid leukemia, and/or chronic n"ut opliilic leukemia.
The IINC Myeloid Mutation Panel is run once a week. Acceptabre sample types are bone
marrow
aspirate-(l mL, EDTA) or peripherar blood (3mL, EDTA) having at leait r5;lo atypicalor
neoprastic
cells, refrigerated for up to 24 hours. Unacceptable sample typei include: fresh, iiozen,
and/or paraffin

embedded tissue.

Anal)tical limit of detection is 5% minor allele frequency (10% mutant cells). Therefore, a minimum
blast percentage (or neoplastic celt burden) ofat least l0% is required. This fest is NoT
app."p.i",. t",
minimal residual disease (MRD) monitorins.
For further information, contact the UNC Molecular Genetics Laboratory at gg4-g74-1g25
or visit the
laboratory website' hftor,//lubr.un"h"ulth"u.".orddirr",ory/.ol""ul. *hologu/ind.*_ht.l.
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